Development of a generic adenovirus delivery system based on structure-guided design of bispecific trimeric DARPin adapters
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Adenoviruses (Ads) have shown promise as vectors for gene delivery in clinical trials. Efficient viral targeting to a tissue of choice requires both ablation of the virus’ original tropism and engineering of an efficient receptor-mediated uptake by a specific cell population. We have developed a series of adapters binding to the virus with such high affinity that they remain fully bound for >10 d, block its natural receptor binding site and mediate interaction with a surface receptor of choice. The adapter contains two fused modules, both consisting of designed ankyrin repeat proteins (DARPins), one binding to the fiber knob of adenovirus serotype 5 and the other binding to various tumor markers. By solving the crystal structure of the complex of the trimeric knob with three bound DARPin5 at 1.95-Å resolution, we could use computer modeling to design a link to a trimeric protein of extraordinary kinetic stability, the capsid protein SHP from the lambdoid phage 21. We arrived at a module which binds the knob like a trimeric clamp. When this clamp was fused with DARPin5 of varying specificities, it enabled adenovirus serotype 5-mediated delivery of a transgene in a human epidermal growth factor receptor 2-epidermal growth factor receptor-, or epithelial cell adhesion molecule-dependent manner with transduction efficiencies comparable to or even exceeding those of Ad itself. With these adapters, efficiently produced in Escherichia coli, Ad can be converted rapidly to new receptor specificities using any ligand as the receptor-binding moiety. Prefabricated Ads with different payloads thus can be re-targeted readily to many cell types of choice.
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Adenoviruses (Ads) are actively being developed as vectors for in vivo gene delivery to diagnose and treat human disease. They can incorporate up to 35 kb of foreign DNA, are safe because they do not integrate into the host cell genome, and can infect dividing and nondividing cells (1–3). However, achieving efficient and specific gene transfer to disease-affected tissues by Ads constitutes an enormous technological challenge, because Ads—like any other virus—lack specificity for diseased tissues. Furthermore, regardless of the delivery route, Ads undergo numerous interactions with nontarget, normal tissues, including cellular and molecular components of the immune system.

The challenge in efficient and highly specific retargeting of Ads thus lies in ablating the Ads’ natural interactions and facilitating uptake of the virus by the cell population or tissue of choice in a highly specific manner.

Ad capsids are composed of three major proteins, the hexon that forms the shell of the capsid, the penton base, and the fiber that associates with the penton base to form the penton capsomers. The entrance of Ads into the cell first requires the interaction of the knob domain of the fiber with a primary receptor on the target cell. The best-studied and most frequently used serotype, Ad5, binds to the Coxsackievirus-and-Ad receptor (CAR) (4, 5), but other serotypes use different primary receptors, such as sialic acid, CD46, desmoglein 2, CD80, or CD86 (6–9). Independent of the type of primary receptor, in a second step the penton base of the Ad makes contact with integrin receptors on the cell surface, initiating the subsequent uptake of the virus by receptor-mediated endocytosis (10; for review see refs. 11 and 12).

For efficient targeting of Ad5, a first major task is to ablate the virion’s natural tropism, and this ablation has been achieved by introducing mutations into the knob, hexon, and/or penton base within motifs mediating interactions with cell-surface molecules or blood components, leading to reduced transduction efficiency (13–19). The second challenge is to re-target the Ad5 specifically to the diseased cells/tissue. Because the natural receptor usually is expressed at low levels in the desired cell populations or might not be accessible in the tissue because of the polarity of CAR expression and the localization to difficult-to-reach tight junctions (20), the virus must be tagged with a new specificity for receptors that are expressed on cells in the diseased tissue.

To re-target Ad5, two types of strategies have been followed: the genetic fusion to Ad coat proteins, mainly established for fiber fusions (16, 21–25), and the development of bispecific adapters (for review see refs. 14 and 26). A strategy of creating a generic, universal bispecific adapter without the need to produce new virus for every new receptor target seems compelling. Previously we and others have reported the use of bispecific adapters binding to a virus capsid protein for specific adenovirus-mediated targeting (14, 26–37). The successful execution of the adapter strategy depends critically on our ability to design protein adapters for Ad that allow the targeting of any desired disease-associated receptor and whose association with the Ad virion is highly stable and can be fine-tuned to be compatible with the virion’s structural integrity and its step-wise disintegration during cell entry (38).

As an important step in this technology development, we have designed adapters derived from a trimeric clamp that associates virtually irreversibly with Ad virions. To do so, we exploited unique properties of designed ankyrin repeat proteins (DARPins) that had been selected to bind the mutant Ad5 knobΔTAYT (37).
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We solved the crystal structure of the DARPin/knob complex at 1.95-Å resolution. We designed a molecule based on this result in which the knob-binding DARPinss were trimerized using an unusually stable trimerization domain, SHP of the lambdoid phage 21. As a result, these trimeric fusion proteins clamp the knob so tightly that they become an integral structural component of the virus. Importantly, however, as our transduction studies showed, this highly stable association is fully compatible with virus disintegration during targeted infection. By fusing this clamp genetically to DARPinss specific for biomarkers of human tumors, we could achieve specific transduction of cells expressing the tumor cell markers human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2), epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM), or epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR).

Results

For efficient retargeting of Ad using an adapter-based strategy, it is crucial to develop adapters that have such a high affinity to the virion that they essentially do not dissociate at all from the virus particle for several days. Previously, we described an approach to develop an adapter based on DARPinss: One type of DARPin that was selected to bind the Ad5 knob (37) was arranged as a linear multimer to wrap around the Ad5 knob and fused to another retargeting DARPin specific for HER2. This adapter was shown to enable transduction of HEK293 cells overexpressing HER2 with the Ad5 virion. However, the system showed increased efficiency only at higher than stoichiometric ratios, with an excess of adapter over knob, for mono- and divalent adapters, thus suggesting some dissociation. Also, a trivalent DARPin offered no further improvement over a divalent DARPin, probably because not all knob subunits could be occupied in the linear arrangement of knob-binding DARPinss and therefore affinity was not increased further. To create even more tightly binding adapters, we solved the crystal structure of a knob-binding DARPin in complex with the Ad5 knob and used this structure as the basis for designing a tightly binding trimer clamping the trimeric structure of the knob.

Structure Determination of Ad5 Knob/DARPin 1D3 Complex. To aid the design of improved adapters, the exact positioning of the DARPin 1D3 on the knobΔTAYT was determined by X-ray crystallography of the complex. The complex crystallized in space group P2₁2₁2₁ with six polypeptide chains in the asymmetric unit (Table S1). The 1.95-Å resolution crystal structure revealed an exact 3:1 stoichiometry with three DARPin 1D3 molecules binding to one Ad5 knob trimer (Fig. 1 A and B).

Although all three 1D3 DARPinss were well defined in the final electron density maps (Fig. S1), the analysis of their B-factors, a measure of thermal stability, revealed pronounced differences. The average B-factors for the Ad5 knob trimer with chain labels A, B, and C are 32.6, 34.0, and 41.2 Å²; for the cognate DARPinss with chain labels D, E, and F these values are 45.2, 51.1, and 69.3 Å², respectively. Thus, the average B-factor is significantly higher for DARPin F than for the others. This observation could be explained by either a lower occupancy, which would indicate that the Ad5 knob trimer cannot bind three DARPinss simultaneously, or elevated thermal mobility caused by fewer contacts with neighboring molecules that are related by crystallographic symmetry. The analysis of the crystal lattice revealed that, in addition to the main interface contact with the Ad5 knob, DARPin chains D, E, and F also are involved in crystal contacts but with very different buried surface areas of 617, 900, and 42.4 Å², respectively. Thus, DARPin chain F is fixed only loosely in the crystal lattice, explaining its increased average B-factor.

Previously, we observed that even at high concentrations DARPin 2E6 on average would bind with only 2.5 molecules to one Ad5 knob trimer in solution (37). DARPinss 1D3 and 2E6 are closely related. They share identical interface residues and differ in just three framework positions outside the DARPin/Ad5 knob interface. Thus, it appears that binding to the trimeric knob has some inherent asymmetry.

The epitope to which 1D3 binds is located on the side opposite the Ad5 knob N terminus (where the fiber shaft is located) and fairly close to the threefold trimer axis (Fig. 1 and Fig. S2). The observed arrangement illustrates that 1D3 can recognize the full-length knob protein in the context of the Ad5 virion, as previously shown (37). Furthermore, the ΔTAYT deletion (residues 489–492), which has been reported to abolish CAR binding (39, 40), is located close to the Ad5 knob's N terminus and shaft and hence remote from the 1D3 epitope. Therefore, 1D3 does not discriminate between WT and ΔTAYT isoforms of Ad5 knob (37). Furthermore, we predicted from the structure that binding of 1D3 to the knob would interfere directly with CAR binding to the WT knob. Mapping of the 1D3- and CAR-binding sites on the knob revealed that, even though the two epitopes are not fully overlapping, binding of CAR to the Ad5 knob/1D3 complex would create a clash between residues 13–19 and 43–46 from 1D3 and residues 62–65 and 84–86 from CAR (Fig. 1C). This inference was borne out by direct inhibition experiments (see below).

Most importantly, the structure of the Ad5 knobΔTAYT/1D3 complex aids in the design of improved recognition modules. In the complex, the C termini of the DARPinss point away from Ad5 surface and are in an almost perfect triangular arrangement with a distance between them of ~48 Å. Because of this configuration, we reasoned that the stability of the knob–DARPin complex could be improved by fusing three DARPinss with a very stable trimerization module that supports exactly this spacing and orientation of bound DARPinss on the knob without any additional flexibility. This fusion should result in a clamp with very high avidity.

Construction of Trimeric Adapters by Rational Design. To test this reasoning, we chose to design a highly stable trimeric module to

![Fig. 1. Crystal structure of Ad5 knob/1D3 complex. Overview of the complex showing the Ad5 knob and DARPin 1D3 molecules in two perpendicular orientations as red and green ribbons, respectively. (A) Top view. (B) Side view. The orientation of the fiber knob is shown schematically in red. (C) Superposition of the Ad5 knob/1D3 complex with the CAR D1 domain of Ad37 (PDB ID: 2J12; light blue ribbon) or CAR D1 from Ad12 (PDB ID: 1KAC; violet ribbon). The Ad5 knob trimer is shown as red and gray surfaces, and the Ad37 and Ad12 knobs have been omitted. Only one chain of the 1D3 DARPin is shown in green. The boxed area is magnified on the right. Here green and light blue sticks indicate residues from 1D3 and CAR D1, respectively. Labels in roman and italic characters refer to 1D3 and CAR D1, respectively.](image-url)
link three copies of the knob-binding DARPin 1D3 in an optimal arrangement to clamp the knob. First, the consensus C-capping repeat (C-cap) of the knob-binding DARPin was replaced by a C-cap of higher thermal stability and fewer structural fluctuations, as previously reported (41, 42). This approach seemed reasonable, because the C-cap was not involved in directly binding to the knob, and, indeed, with the new C-cap no differences in affinity were observed (Fig. S3). Because the crystal structure showed that the C termini of the three knob-bound DARpins point away from the virus, we fused these termini to the small 11.8-kDa capsid protein SHP of the lambdoid phage 21, whose crystal structure we had previously determined (43). This protein forms a highly stable trimer that remains intact even in SDS gels and which dissociates and denatures with a half-life of 1 mo in solution (43). According to our design, this trimeric structure containing SHP was expected to be located above the knob, with the three DARpins grabbing the knob from three sides (Fig. 2 and Fig. S4). We reasoned that this clamp concept would work most efficiently when the linkers are as short as possible without leading to steric interference, to provide the highest local concentration of correctly oriented DARpins.

To optimize the design, three variants of different lengths of the minimal linker between the knob-binding DARPin 1D3nc (“nc” for new cap) and SHP were constructed (Fig. 2 and Fig. S4). All these fusions were expressed in Escherichia coli and formed trimers even in the absence of a knob. This trimerization was quantitative, because no monomer peak could be detected using size-exclusion chromatography in combination with multangle static light scattering (SEC-MALS). The trimers bound to the trimeric knob with a perfect 1:1 stoichiometry as determined by MALDI-TOF (Fig. S5), in accordance with three DARpins binding to the three knob subunits. We did not observe cross-linking of knob proteins by the trimeric knob-binding modules, consistent with a clamp-like binding, thus eliminating the danger of virus cross-linking in later transduction experiments.

**Trimeric Adapters Conferred Ad-Mediated Gene Transfer in a HER2-Dependent Manner.** The potential of the 1D3nc_SHP knob-binding modules in Ad5-mediated gene transfer was investigated. As a model system, we chose to target HER2, a cell-surface receptor overexpressed on many tumor cells. Retargeting DARpins were fused either at the N or C terminus of the 1D3nc_SHP module (Fig. 2 and Fig. S4). Two different HER2-binding DARpins, G3 or 9.29 (44, 45), recognizing epitopes on different domains of the target HER2, or the control DARpin E2_5 (46) were tested. All adapters containing the knob-binding module and a retargeting DARpin could be expressed in high-yield, formed trimers (Fig. S6a) and bound both the knob and HER2 simultaneously, as determined by ELISA (Fig. S6b).

The purified adapters then were used to form a complex with the Ad5 virus encoding a luciferase reporter gene (Ad5Luc), and the complex was used to transduce target cells. The use of Ad5 with an unmodified WT knob allowed evaluation of the CAR-dependent back ground transduction and comparison of the trimeric adapters to the previously described linear adapter (37). If the trimeric adapter was tightly bound, no CAR-mediated entry should be observed, because crystallographic data predicted that binding of DARPin 1D3 to the knob would block the knob from binding to CAR (Fig. 1C) (47). Indeed, this prediction was confirmed in competition experiments (Fig. S7) with the human CAR D1 domain, which interacts with the WT Ad5 knob domain.

The binding of adapter or CAR also was mutually exclusive in transduction of HEK293 Flp-In cells expressing high levels of CAR: At a ratio of one trimeric 1D3nc_SHP1 knob-binding clamp per trimeric knob, transduction with Ad5Luc was blocked completely and could not be reduced further by a 10-fold excess of 1D3nc_SHP1 to knob (Fig. S8).
To investigate HER2-mediated transduction, Ad5luc was coated with the HER2-retargeting adapter at a ratio of one trimeric adapter to one trimeric knob. This complex was used to transduce HEK293 Flp-In cells stably overexpressing HER2 (293Flp/HER2) or, as control, the parental HEK293 Flp-In cells expressing only low amounts of HER2 (48). The activity of the luciferase was measured 14 h posttransduction (Fig. 3A). As evidenced by the difference in reporter expression in control and HER2-expressing cells, HER2-specific transduction was observed for both HER2 binders, G3 and 9.29, regardless of whether they were fused to the N or C terminus of the knob-binding module. However, the G3-based adapter resulted in a 30-fold increase in luciferase expression as compared with the non–CAR-mediated background transduction caused by Ad5 coated with the knob-binding module alone, whereas DARPin 9.29 was only 25- to 27-fold above background. The N-terminal fusion of the DARPin retargeting HER2 to the knob-binding unit seemed to yield higher luciferase units, 25- to 36-fold, compared with 20- to 24-fold of the corresponding C-terminal fusions. In this experimental set-up the different linker spacings between the knob-binding DARPin and SHP seemed to perform equally well.

Next we verified the specificity of the HER2-mediated transduction using a competition assay (Fig. S9). The transduction was specific for HER2, because the luciferase expression could be reduced when the cells were preincubated with the DARPin G3 but not with a control, DARPin E2_5. We observed a high background signal in untransfected HEK293 Flp-In cells with all adapters containing a HER2-specific DARPin. To investigate whether this high background signal resulted from a low level of HER2 expression by the HEK293 Flp-In cells or from reinfection by newly produced virus via CAR, we investigated transduction efficiency in a HER2, CAR, and a system not expressing E1 or E3, using the cell lines CHO Flp-In and CHO/HER2 (Fig. S10). Whereas the adapter containing the control DARPin E2_5 did not mediate transduction of any of the two cell lines, the adapter fused to the HER2-binding DARPin G3 mediated transduction.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the transduction efficiency of WT Ad5 coated with various DARPin adapters. (A) HEK293 Flp-In cells (293Flp) or HEK293 Flp-In stably expressing HER2 (293Flp/HER2) were transduced with a multiplicity of 100 vp per cell coated with a 1:1 ratio of knob-binding DARPin to knob subunits. The trimeric adapter containing the trimeric knob-binding module 1D3nc_SHP1 (green bars), 1D3nc_SHP2 (red bars), or 1D3nc_SHP3 (blue bars) spaced by different linker lengths was fused to a DARPin binding to HER2, G3, or 9.29 or to a control DARPin, E2_5, respectively. These DARPins were fused to the N terminus (N) or C terminus (C) of the trimeric 1D3nc_SHP knob-binding module. (B) HEK293 Flp-In cells (293Flp) or HEK293 Flp-In cells stably expressing HER2 (293Flp/HER2) were transduced with 100 vp per cell coated with a 1:1 (green bars), 10:1 (red bars), or 100:1 (blue bars) ratio of knob-binding DARPin to knob subunits. The trimeric knob-binding module 1D3nc_SHP1 was fused to the HER2-binding DARPin G3 or to the control DARPin E2_5. The linear DARPins contained one (mono), two (bi), or three (tri) knob-binding modules in series and one HER2-binding module. Controls were cells alone (C), cells infected with virus alone (V); or cells infected with virus coated with the trimeric 1D3nc_SHP1 knob-binding module (without the HER2-binding module; V+A). Relative luciferase light units (RLU) were determined 14.5 h after infection. The assay was performed in duplicate; error bars show SD.
of only the cell line overexpressing HER2 at a level 35-fold above background. As expected, when tested on CHO cells, luciferase expression was observed at the same low levels with either virus alone (i.e., Ad5luc coated with either of the two control adapters, 1D3nc_SHP1 alone or fused to the control DARPin E2_5, as well as with Ad5luc coated with the HER2-specific adapter containing the DARPin G3).

Next, the efficiency of the previously designed linear DARPin-based adapters (37) was compared with that of the trimeric adapters designed in this study (Fig. 3B). 293Flp/HER2 or the parental cell line as control was infected with adapter-coated virus at 100 virus particles (vp) per cell with different ratios of adapter to knob. When the trimeric adapters were used, most efficient transduction was achieved at the lowest tested ratio, 1:1, as is consistent with a perfect three DARPin to one knob stoichiometry and very tight binding. At this ratio, transduction of HER2-expressing cells was 15-fold more efficient than non-CAR-mediated background, i.e., Ad coated with the knob-binding module alone not containing an anti-HER2 DARPin. The decrease in luciferase activity with increasing adapter concentration can be explained by gradual saturation of HER2 with free adapters in excess.

The efficacy of transduction of 293Flp/HER2 cells enabled by the linear adapters was nearly equal to that achieved with the trimeric adapters (Fig. 3B). However, in the case of linear adapters and WT Ad5 knob proficient in CAR binding, the background signal of luciferase in HEK293 Flp-In cells was elevated and in some cases reached the intensities obtained from 293Flp/HER2 cells. This effect was most dramatic with the linear monovalent 2E6_G5 adapter, which had a much lower affinity than the linear bi- or trivalent 2E6_G5 adapters (37). When the ratio of adapter was increased 10- or 100-fold over knob subunit concentration, this background signal was reduced. Taken together, these two

Fig. 4. Transduction of adapter-coated Ad5 into BT474 tumor cells overexpressing HER2. BT474 cells were infected with a multiplicity of 100 vp per cell with a 1:1 ratio of trimeric adapter to knob. The trimerization module containing various minimal linker lengths (1D3nc_SHP1 with 1-aa spacing (white bars), 1D3nc_SHP2 with 2-aa spacing (hatched bars), or 1D3nc_SHP3 with 10-aa spacing (gray bars)) was fused to a DARPin binding to HER2, G3, or 9.29 or to a control DARPin E2_5. These DARPins were fused to either the N terminus or C terminus of the 1D3nc_SHP unit. Black bars indicate controls [C, cells without infection; V, cells infected with virus alone; A, cells infected with virus coated with the trimeric 1D3nc_SHP1 knob-binding module (without the HER2-binding module)]. RLU were determined 16 h after infection. The assay was performed in duplicate; error bars show the SD.

Fig. 5. Test of dissociation of DARPin-based adapters from the virus particle. (A) Integrity of infectivity of the virus itself and the bound knob-binding modules. Black bars represent infection with Ad5luc virus alone; gray bars represent infection with virus coated with 1D3nc_SHP1 (without the HER2-binding module) at an adapter:knob ratio of 1:1. Samples were incubated in PBS at room temperature for the time points indicated before infection of BT474 cells at 100 vp per cell. RLU were determined 16 h after infection. (B) Measurements of adapter dissociation from virus. Trimeric G3_1D3nc_SHP1 adapters (gray bars) or linear trivalent (2E6)_3_G5 adapters (white bars), both containing three knob-binding DARPins and a HER2-binding DARPin (G3 or G5), were incubated with Ad5luc at a 1:1 ratio of adapter to knob at room temperature for 1.5 h in PBS before the addition of a 100-fold excess of competitor 1D3nc_SHP1 (with no HER2-binding module) (hatched bars) to prevent reassociation of dissociated adapter or no competitor (white bars) as control. Samples were incubated at room temperature for the time points indicated before infection of BT474 cells at 100 vp per cell. RLU were determined 16 h after infection. All assays were performed in duplicate; error bars show the SD.
observations suggest that even at the highest ratio of these linear adapters tested (100:1) some CAR-binding sites within the knobs remained unblocked by adapters, allowing the virus to bind to CAR expressed equally on both cell lines. In conclusion, these experiments clearly show the gains in the specificity by increased affinity of the adapter to the virion that resulted from the rational design of trimeric adapters made possible by the structural data generated earlier in the present study.

Trimeric Adapters Mediate Transduction of Tumor Cell Lines in an HER2-Dependent Manner. Because one possible application of the adapter strategy is its use in tumor targeting, it is essential to verify that various tumor cell lines can be transduced using a series of different tumor-associated surface receptors. As a first model system, we investigated the HER2-mediated transduction of adapter-coated Ad5Luc using the HER2-overexpressing human breast tumor cell line BT474 (Fig. 4) (49). Transduction was achieved in an HER2-dependent manner when the DARPin G3 or 9.29 were fused to the knob-binding module, whereas only background luciferase activity was observed when the knob-binding module was fused to the control DARPin E2.5.

In contrast to the previous results using the HEK293 Flp-In cell line (Fig. 3.4), which showed only moderate differences between the various adapter constructs, the differences were more dramatic using BT474 cells (Fig. 4). Whereas the C-terminal fusions of DARPin 9.29 showed transduction levels in the range of 40- to 57-fold above background (virus coated with the knob-binding module alone), G3 fusions were 49- to 102-fold over background, depending on the linker between the knob-binding DARPin 1D3nc and the SHP trimerization domain. For the N-terminal fusions the transduction levels of G3 were 107- to 231-fold over background, and the transduction levels of 9.29 were 164- to 293-fold over background. In conclusion, the N-terminal fusions showed much higher transduction levels than the C-terminal fusions. Furthermore, the most compact forms of the adapter (constructs containing SHP1 with a linker length of 1 aa or SHP2 with a linker length of 2 aa) as N-terminal fusions to the SHP trimerization domain seemed to be more efficient than SHP3 fusion proteins which contain an extended α-helix of 10 aa in the linker region between knob-binding DARPin 1D3nc and the SHP trimerization domain. Because the N-terminal fusion of the retargeting DARPin to the 1D3nc_SHP1 knob-binding module proved most efficient, it was used in all further experiments.

Trimeric Adapters Are Bound Stably to the Virus Particle with Very High Affinity. Next the stability of interaction of the trimeric adapter with the virus was compared with that of the linear adapters reported earlier, measured in terms of functional affinity (37). First, we needed to test whether the virus itself was stable at room temperature for the 2-wk duration of the experiment. Ad5Luc alone incubated without adapter showed the same level of luciferase activity at all time points investigated, indicating that the virus was stable for up to 2 wk at room temperature (Fig. 5A). Second, the stability of the adapters and competitor was investigated. Therefore, the proteins either were incubated at room temperature for 2 wk or were freshly thawed and compared by SDS/PAGE (Fig. S11). The proteins showed no degradation during the course of the experiment. Third, and most importantly, the dissociation of the adapters from the virions was tested. For this purpose, the trimeric adapter G3_1D3nc_SHP1 or the linear trivalent adapter (2E6)3_G5 was incubated with Ad5Luc and subsequently incubated with a 100-fold excess of competitor (trimeric adapter without HER2-retargeting DARPin) for various time periods before transduction of BT474 cells (Fig. 5B). The purpose of the competitor was to prevent reassociation of the adapter, i.e., to make any dissociation event unidirectional and thus to elucidate the true off-rate. While the linear adapter (2E6)3_G5 showed a reduction to background level after only 1 d of incubation with competitor, the trimeric adapter still conferred the same high transduction of BT474 cells after 10 d as observed initially in a HER2-dependent manner. To show the importance of the competitor in this experiment, we found that in its absence, after transduction of BT474 cells, the same signal intensity was observed for both adapters for all time points tested (Fig. 5B). This control showed that the reduction of luciferase is not a result of the deterioration of the linear trivalent adapter but due to its faster dissociation, i.e., lower functional affinity.

Together these results show that the trimeric adapters do not dissociate measurably over 10 d and therefore display a much higher functional affinity than the linear trivalent adapter.

Trimeric Adapters Can Be Constructed Readily with Different Targeting Specificities. To prove that the adapter strategy can be applied readily to other specificities, the HER2-binding module was replaced by modules recognizing other cell-surface receptors, such as EGFR and EpCAM. Adapters containing retargeting DARPin specific for EGFR or EpCAM were cloned, expressed, and purified. They were constructed in the adapter format 1D3nc_
SHP as N-terminal fusions, and their efficiency in transducing tumour cell lines overexpressing either EGFR or EpCAM was tested. For Ad retargeting to EGFR, the DARPin E01 or E69 that bind to two distinct epitopes on EGFR (44, 50) were used. The specificity and efficiency of EGFR-mediated transduction was investigated using the previously described human epidermal carcinoma tumor cell line A431 overexpressing EGFR (Fig. 6A) (50). Ad5Luc was coated with the adapters at an adapter-to-knob ratio of 1:1, and cells were infected at a multiplicity of 100 vp per cell. Both E01 and E69 adapters mediated transduction of A431 cells with an efficiency of 200-fold over virus alone (which represented the background level) (Fig. 6A). No transduction was observed for the EGFR-negative cell line CHO (Fig. S12A), suggesting that the EGFR-mediated transduction is indeed receptor specific. In addition, E01 adapter-coated Ad5Luc infected CHO cells transiently expressing EGFR but not when EpCAM was overexpressed or the control CHO cells (Fig. S13A).

To show specificity of the transduction, a competition experiment was performed in which the cells were preincubated with a DARPin alone. When a bivalent and bispecific E69_E01 competitor, dimerized by a leucine zipper (LZ3) (50), was used, the transduction efficiency was reduced almost to background level both for the E01 adapter (to 7.2%) and for the E69 adapter (to 13%). Using the control DARPin E2_5 for competition, no reduction of transduction efficiency was observed (Fig. 6A).

To investigate EpCAM-mediated gene-transfer, the DARPins Ec4 or Ac2 were used as retargeting DARPinS. They previously had been reported to bind EpCAM specifically at different epitopes (51). Adapters containing either retargeting module were used to coat Ad5Luc at an adapter-to-knob ratio of 1:1 and their transduction efficiency was investigated (Fig. 6B). Both adapters mediated infection of the previously described EpCAM-overexpressing human colorectal adenocarcinoma cell line HT29 (51) (for Ac2, 18-fold over background, for Ec4, 12-fold over background). The transduction was receptor specific, because no luciferase was detected using the control cell line HEK293T expressing no EpCAM (Fig. S12B). In addition, the Ac2 and Ec4 adapter-coated Ad5Luc infected CHO cells transiently expressing EpCAM, but not when EGFR was overexpressed or when CHO cells were used as control (Fig. S13B).

Competition experiments were performed to investigate further the specificity of the EpCam adapters. The signals obtained were reduced only slightly, with no statistical significance, when the cells were preincubated with the control DARPin E2_5. In contrast, when the bispecific competitor Ec1_Ac2 was used [Ec1 binds to the same epitope as Ec4 (51)], dimerized by LZ3, transduction efficiency was reduced to 1.5% for the Ac2 adapter and to 33% for the Ec4 adapter, demonstrating the specificity of transduction (Fig. 6B).

In conclusion, the retargeting module of the adapter can be exchanged readily to target different cell-surface receptors, validating the generic application of the trimeric knob-binding adapter strategy.

**Discussion**

Here, we describe an approach using DARPins toward a generic, universal system for efficient retargeting of Ad5 to a cell population of interest using an adapter strategy. While a genetic fusion of retargeting proteins to Ad capsid proteins would require the new construction and production of virus for every new epitope targeted and every new payload, an adapter-based strategy allows the use of generic, premade Ads containing a certain payload. An adapter strategy also can be used with nonpeptidic ligands (52). To date such approaches have been hampered by the low affinity of the adapter to the virus, leading to loss of specific interaction over time; also, when the virus construct retained intrinsic binding to virus receptors (e.g., CAR), unspecific virus entry to any CAR-expressing cells would result (24, 27–35).

We previously reported the selection of knob-binding DARPinS to the fiber knob domain which were able to bind to both the WT and the knob domain mutated in the TAYT motif ablating CAR binding (37, 39). These monovalent DARPinS bound at an affinity in the low nanomolar range (1.35 nM for 2E6) as determined by surface plasmon resonance (SPR), already better than approaches using the soluble CAR D1 domain displaying an affinity of only 15 nM (53). Trimerization of CAR D1-based adapters had been achieved using either the phage T4 fibrin domain or an isoleucine GCN4 trimerization domain (54, 55), which increased the efficiency of retargeting, but to our knowledge affinities have not been reported. The greatest obstacle in using these adapters was that they could be used only with WT Ad5, thus maintaining its intrinsic binding to CAR. Our approach aimed at generating trimeric adapters that could bind to Ads ablated in CAR binding. By linear multimerization we had previously achieved a functional affinity of better than 100 pM, but biophysical measurements suggested that only two DARPinS might bind tightly per knob, with the third binding more weakly (37).

The crystal structure of the knob-binding DARPin ID3 in complex with the trimeric knob protein allowed us to determine that the stoichiometry was clearly defined as three DARPinS binding to one trimeric knob (Fig. 1), even though the B-factor (a measure of thermal motion) was much higher for one of the DARPinS than for the other two. In solution, all three DARPinS of the complex probably would show equal thermal mobilities, similar to the B-factor of chain F. This finding was a clear indication that, if ideally arranged on the knob, three DARPinS could be positioned with greatly increased functional affinity. Moreover, the determination of the arrangement of the DARPinS around the knob by X-ray crystallography suggested a better strategy than wrapping the DARPinS around the knob linearly. Because the C termini are exposed at the top, we could fuse a highly stable trimeric protein, the capsid-stabilizing protein SHP of lambdoid phage 21 (43), allowing the DARPinS to “clamp” the knob (Fig. 2 and Fig. S4). This adapter arrangement binds to the knob virtually irreversibly over 10 d, whereas the linear trimeric versions show measurable dissociation (Figs. 3 and 5B). This design thus is a great advance over other existing adapter-based approaches (24, 27–35, 37, 56).

DARPinS are the ideal scaffold for large-scale production of such adapters (46, 57), because the absence of disulfides allows efficient soluble expression of these adapters with their multiple domains in the E. coli cytoplasm at very high levels (50–100 mg/mL) of culture. They spontaneously form very clean trimers after expression (Figs. S5 and S6). These properties make a scale-up for therapeutic products very realistic.

We have shown here that the knob-binding module, consisting of a knob-binding DARPin and the trimerization domain SHP, can be fused readily to a cell-surface receptor-binding DARPin, which will retarget Ad5 to a cell population expressing the respective cell-surface receptor (Figs. 3, 4, and 6). Because we can generate such retargeting DARPin modules to essentially any target using ribosome or phage display (37, 44, 50, 51, 58–64), we can exploit these capabilities [e.g., in tumor therapy in animal models (65, 65–67)] to use Ad5 to deliver payloads with tumor-controlling potential.

Although the performance of our trimeric bispecific adapters presented here still must be evaluated in vivo, it is clear that they have greatly improved properties—such as very high functional affinity, convenient exchange of the retargeting module, and high-level production—that represent major advances over the previously described adapter approaches.

Future studies will elucidate the efficacy of the trimeric adapters in vivo in combination with Ads that are ablated in their interaction of cells mediated by the fiber, penton base, or hexon protein (14).
Targeted Ads to date proved inefficient in vivo, especially when delivered systemically, as would be of the greatest clinical relevance, because the fiber-mediated transduction is undermined by clearance of Ad virions by Kupffer cells and robust fibroblast-mediated transduction of hepatocytes (14, 68). In particular, it has been shown that the high efficacy of hepatic transduction by systemically injected Ad is caused by the extensive coverage of the virus surface by blood coagulation factor X. In essence, factor X functions as a specific targeting adapter linking the Ad hexon capsid protein hexon to heparin sulfate-containing proteoglycans present on hepatocytes (69, 70). Simply blocking the hexon-binding sites for factor X has not proven sufficient and was outcompeted by the high excess of factor X in the blood (27). More promising might be modifications of the hexon by replacing all hypervariable regions (HVRs) with the HVRs of hexons of Ad serotypes that do not bind factor X (13, 71) or by replacing or deleting amino acids in HVR5 involved in factor X binding (13, 14). Deletion of amino acids in HVR5 involved in factor X binding has not proven successful (71). Simply blocking the hexon-capsid protein hexon to heparin sulfate-containing proteoglycans present on hepatocytes (69, 70). Undoubtedly, Ads will have to be modified in several surface features simultaneously, and the adapter strategy will be useful in rapidly determining the most effective one.

Here we have demonstrated a versatile strategy for rapidly generating Ad adapters with various cell-surface receptor specificities that clamp the Ad knob and bind virtually irreversibly to the cell. This generic adapter-based approach represents a generally applicable method to redirect prefabricated Ads to any cell population of choice. Although Ad vectors still will need to be engineered to reduce nontarget cell uptake, we present in this study a generic contribution toward efficient retargeting in future clinical applications.

### Materials and Methods

**Cloning, Expression, and Purification of DARPin, Knob, and Adapters.** The knob-binding DARPin OD3 and Z66 were equipped with a stabilized C-terminus (41, 42) and cloned into the expression vector pDST72 (44), a derivative of pCD30L, by a PCR-based strategy. To construct adapters, the C terminus of the knob-binding DARPin (omitting the last three residues of the DARPin, which were disordered in the crystal structure) were fused to the N terminus of the phase capsid protein SHP, used as trimerization domain (43) (SHP, V13-P115), and was spaced by different linkers (SHP1, G; SHP2, GA; SHP3, GLKAGADVNA), introduced by a PCR-based strategy and cloned into pDST72. In a second step, the cDNA was inserted into pQBII.2 with either an N- or C-terminal fusion of the retargeting DARPin G3, 9.29, E4, or E3, or E69, reported earlier (44, 45, 50, 51), spaced by a GlySer linker. These retargeting DARPin can be exchanged readily using either BamHI/HindIII (for N-terminal fusions) or BglII/Bsal (for C-terminal fusions). For competition, monomeric DARPin or bispecific DARPin with increased valency (LZ constructs) expressed and purified as previously described (37, 50, 51) were used. Expression of the MA(H)6 mutant knob-bayTST was performed as previously described (43).

**DARPin Purification.** DARPin, knob, and adapters were purified using immobilized-metal affinity chromatography (Ni-NTA superflow; QIAGEN) as previously described (37, 50, 51). Additional purification using SEC was performed in some cases using a Superdex 200 16/60 column (GE Healthcare Bio- sciences) in PBS (137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4, 2 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.4) at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. For cloning, expression, purification, and refolding of the human CAR D1 domain see SI Materials and Methods.

**Crytalization of the Knob-DARPin Complex.** A first dataset was recorded in-house (MAR345 detector, Bruker Microstar X-ray generator, Software GOCA116621, and R21 EB012259 from the National Institutes of Health.
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SI Materials and Methods

**Crystallization of the Knob-DARPin Complex.** Immobilized-metal affinity chromatography–purified designed ankyrin repeat protein (DARPin) 1D3 was mixed with MA(H)6 knob TATY in a molar ratio of 1 subunit to 1.5 DARPins and incubated for 2 h on ice for complex formation. The complex was purified by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) (Superdex 200 16/60, PBS at pH 7.4, 1 mL/min) and concentrated using Amicon-Ultra concentrators (Millipore) with a molecular weight cutoff of 10 kDa. Crystals grew in 0.1 M citric acid, 5% polyethylene glycol (PEG) 6000 (vol/vol) at pH 5. For refinement a screen with a pH gradient on the x axis (ranging from pH 4 to pH 7) and a PEG 400 gradient (ranging from 0 to 20% vol/vol) on the y axis was performed. A dataset of a crystal grown at 8.95 mg/mL protein in 0.1 M citric acid, 2.86% (vol/vol) PEG 400 at pH 5.36 was recorded in-house (MAR345 detector, Bruker Micro Star X-ray generator, Software GO 3.4.5). Twenty percent ethylene glycol in 0.1 M citric acid was determined to be the best cryoprotectant. The best resolution that could be obtained was 2.7 Å. A second dataset recorded at the Swiss Light Source (Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen, Switzerland) with a resolution of 1.95 Å was used for the refinement of the in-house determined structure.

The data were processed with X-ray Detector Software XDS (1, 2), and the primitive orthorhombic space group P212121 was determined. Molecular replacement using the programs PHASER (3) and MOLREP (4), which are part of the CCP4 program suite, was performed using the structure of WT knob [Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID 1knb (5)] as well as a structure of a consensus DARPin (PDB ID 2qyj) (6) as a search model. The complex had a three DARPin to three knob subunit stoichiometry in the asymmetric unit. The refinement was performed using REFMAC 5.2.0019 (7) and PHENIX (8). The initial refinement steps were done by rigid body refinement followed by restrained refinement with isotropic B-factors. The completely refined structure revealed a working R-factor of 19.4% and a free R-factor of 22.16% for 110,875 unique refined protein atoms. The statistics of data collection and the refinement are given in Table S1.

**Surface Plasmon Resonance.** Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) experiments were performed using a BiAcare 3000 system (GE Healthcare Biosciences). Biotinylated MA(H)6 knob TATY protein was immobilized on a BiAcare streptavidin-coated sensor chip at 150 response units (RU). Measurements were performed at 25 °C in HBS buffer (20 mM Heps, 150 mM NaCl, 3 mM EDTA, and 0.005% Tween-20). Injection was performed for 5 min at a flow rate of 30 μL/min followed by a dissociation time of 40 or 60 min depending on the experiment. The data were analyzed using Scrubber2 (Myzuka and collaborators, Bio Logic Software) in combination with CLAMP XP version 3.5 (developed by the Center for Biomolecular Interaction Analysis at the University of Utah, www.cores.utah.edu/interaction) to determine the affinity of the proteins.

**SEC Coupled to Multiangle Light Scattering.** The mass, biophysical properties, and oligomeric state of the trimeric knob-binding modules were analyzed using SEC (LC1100 System; Agilent Technologies) coupled to an Optilab rEX refractometer (Wyatt Technology) and a miniDAWN three-angle light-scattering detector (Wyatt Technology). For protein separation, a 24-mL Superdex 200 10/30 column (GE Healthcare Biosciences) was run at 0.5 mL/min in PBS (137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4, 2 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.4). To determine the stoichiometry of the DARPin 1D3nc_SH/knob complex 50 μL of a protein solution was injected. Data analysis was carried out with the ASTRA software (version 5.2.3.15; Wyatt Technology).

**ELISA.** Briefly, to investigate simultaneous binding of human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) and knob to the DARPin adapters, ELISA was performed using 100 μL of 25 nM HER2 extracellular domains (ECD) 1–4 (kind gift of T. Adams, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, Parkville VIC, Australia) for immobilization on a Maxisorp 96-well plate (Nunc) for 1 h at room temperature. After unbound target was removed with two washes of PBS containing 0.05% Tween 20 (PBST), the wells were blocked with 0.5% BSA in PBST for 1 h at room temperature. Then 100 μL of 33 nM trimeric DARPin adapters was incubated for 1 h at room temperature, and unbound DARPin was removed with two washes of PBST. Knob protein that was biotinylated at an AviTag (Avidity) was incubated at a concentration of 100 nM before detection using a streptavidin-AP conjugate (11093266910; Roche) at a 1:5,000 dilution.

To investigate exclusive binding of Coxsackievirus-and-Ad receptor (CAR) or knob-binding DARPin, the recombinant biotinylated trimeric WT knob protein was immobilized at a concentration of 10 nM to wells of a NeutrAvidin-coated Maxisorp 96-well plate (Nunc) for 1 h at room temperature. Unbound knob was removed with two washes of PBST, and wells were blocked with 0.5% BSA in PBST for 1 h at room temperature. Then 100 μL of 33 nM trimeric DARPin adapters, ELISA was performed using 100 μL of 25 nM HER2 extracellular domains (ECD) 1–4 to investigate simultaneous binding of human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) and knob to the DARPin adapters, ELISA was performed using 100 μL of 25 nM HER2 extracellular domains (ECD) 1–4 (kind gift of T. Adams, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, Parkville VIC, Australia) for immobilization on a Maxisorp 96-well plate (Nunc) for 1 h at room temperature. After unbound target was removed with two washes of PBS containing 0.05% Tween 20 (PBST), the wells were blocked with 0.5% BSA in PBST for 1 h at room temperature. Then 100 μL of 33 nM trimeric DARPin adapters was incubated for 1 h at room temperature, and unbound DARPin was removed with two washes of PBST. Knob protein that was biotinylated at an AviTag (Avidity) was incubated at a concentration of 100 nM before detection using a streptavidin-AP conjugate (11093266910; Roche) at a 1:5,000 dilution.

For ELISA-based assays p-nitrophenyl phosphate (1:300 dilution of a 1-M stock) was used as substrate, and signals were measured at an absorbance of 405 nm.

**Expression, Purification, and Refolding of the Human CAR D1 Domain.** The human CAR D1 domain was amplified using PCR from an IMAGE clone in pCMVSport6 (NIH_MGC_12; Gene Service) and cloned into the expression plasmid pET28a(+) (Novagen). After sequence verification the protein was expressed by the addition of 1 mM isopropylthio-β-galactoside in BL21(DE3) with an N-terminal fusion to a His tag for purification and C-terminal fusion to a HA tag for detection. The CAR D1 domain formed inclusion bodies. Therefore, cells were lysed by sonication, and inclusion bodies were prepared by three washes with PBS/Triton X-100 and sonication. Solubilization of inclusion bodies was performed in 100 mM Tris, 6 M guanidine hydrochloride (GdnHCl) (pH 7.3), 4 mM DTT. The CAR D1 domain was purified over a Ni-NTA column (QIAGEN) under denaturing conditions using 6 M GdnHCl. Elution was performed in 100 mM NaH2PO4, 10 mM Tris, 8 M urea at pH 4.5. The protein was refolded...
in 100 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 100 mM NaCl, 3 mM glutathione, and 0.3 mM glutathione disulfide. The sample was dialyzed against PBS.

**Transient Transfection of CHO Flp-in Cells.** CHO Flp-In cells (Invitrogen) were transiently transfected at 90% confluence with 1 μg plasmid DNA and 2 μL Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) per well of a 24-well plate. Twenty-four hours after transfection the medium was replaced, and cells were allowed to grow for another 6 h at 37 °C, 5% (vol/vol) CO₂ before infection with adapter-coated Ad5luc. Plasmids used for transient transfection were pcDNA3.1(+)_HER2 (subcloned from pENTR223.1 hErbB2, NIH MGC 428; Geneservice), pBabePuro_EGFRwt (Addgene plasmid 11011) (9), and pcDNA5/FRT_EpCAM (subcloned from cDNA published in ref. 10).

---


---

**Fig. S1.** Electron density at the Ad5 knob/1D3 interface. Depicted are the interface residues His557 to Glu562 of the knob chain A, the 3Fo-2Fc electron density map (dark blue, contour level 1.2 σ).

**Fig. S2.** Close-up view of the Ad5 knob/1D3 interface. The Ad5 knob is represented by the blue ribbon; DARPin 1D3 is represented by the salmon ribbon. Each 1D3 DARPin recognizes one subunit of the Ad5 knob trimer with an interface area of 690 ± 19 Å². This interaction is formed between the randomized positions of all three internal DARPin repeats and the surface-exposed loops of the Ad5 knob, involving residues 443–451 and 558–563. The interface involves several hydrogen bonds and van der Waals contacts. In particular, Ile560 from the Ad5 knob fits nicely into a hydrophobic pocket formed by Leu86, Leu90, and Leu119 from 1D3. In addition to five short intermolecular hydrogen bonds, the side chain of Thr78 forms a stretched hydrogen bond with the main chain carbonyl oxygen of Ala446. This interaction is remarkable, because Ala446 forms a cis-peptide bond with Pro447, and thus the DARPin uses a rather rare feature as part of the recognition surface.
Affinity of knob-binding DARPinis. SPR experiments were performed using immobilized knob protein and different concentrations of DARPinis 1D3, 1D3nc, and 2E6nc. Measurements were performed in duplicate at concentrations of 20, 10, 5, 2, 1, and 0.5 nM for 1D3nc and at concentrations of 10, 5, 2, 1, and 0.5 nM for 1D3 and 2E6nc. From the resulting binding curves the affinity of the proteins was determined using a heterogeneous ligand model. The heterogeneous ligand model is consistent with the crystal structure in which the interface with the three bound DARPinis is not identical. RU were plotted against time (in s). The residuals are displayed at the top of the corresponding graph. Black curves represent duplicate measurements; the red curves show the respective fit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DARPin 1D3nc</th>
<th>DARPin 1D3</th>
<th>DARPin 2E6nc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Association (x 10^6 M^-1 s^-1)</td>
<td>Dissociation (x 10^-3 s^-1)</td>
<td>K_D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k_a1 1.47</td>
<td>k_d1 1.11</td>
<td>0.753 ± 0.01 nM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k_a2 0.239</td>
<td>k_d2 1.9</td>
<td>7.94 ± 0.22 nM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k_a1 2.09</td>
<td>k_d1 1.54</td>
<td>0.735 ± 0.02 nM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k_a2 0.275</td>
<td>k_d2 1.242</td>
<td>8.79 ± 0.59 nM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. S4. Rational design of a trimeric clamp using the SHP trimerization motif. (Left) Top view, open sandwich representation. (Right) Side view of a model of the assembled structure. The last three amino acids of the DARPin in the structure of the DARPin-knob complex and the first 12 amino acids in the structure of the SHP trimer (PDB ID 1KD3) (1) are not resolved. The N-terminal amino groups of the three SHP subunits visible in the trimer (blue spheres) are 40.3, 42.6, and 42.8 Å apart. The C termini of the DARPins (red spheres) in the knob-DARPin complex are 46.5, 48.1, and 47.7 Å apart. In the top view, the curved arrows indicate where a short connecting linker has been introduced between the C terminus of the DARPin and the N terminus of SHP. Three versions were constructed with the following amino acids: SHP1, G; SHP2, GA; and SHP3, GLKAGADVNA. In the side view, the arrows (direction following the peptide chain) indicate two different attachments of a flexible linker at the end of which a retargeting DARPin was fused. The four amino acids surrounding the ΔTAYT deletion abolishing CAR-binding are colored in yellow.


Fig. S5. Trimerization of the knob-binding DARPin 1D3nc. The knob-binding DARPin 1D3nc with stabilized C-cap (1, 2) was fused to the N terminus of the trimerization domain SHP (3) spaced by different linkers (compare Fig. 2 in the main text and Fig. S4). Their mass, biophysical properties, and oligomeric state were analyzed using SEC-multiangle light scattering (MALS). Fifty microliters of a solution containing 60 μM trimeric A(H)₆ knobΔTAYT protein alone (green line; expected molar mass, 66 kDa) or 30 μM of the trimeric DARPin knob-binding module (red line; expected molar mass for the trimer containing SHP1, 85 kDa) was injected. To investigate the stoichiometry of complex formation knob and DARPin SHP fusions were mixed and incubated for 1 h at 4 °C before injection. For clarity only the result for 1D3nc_SHP1 is shown, for which a molar mass of 84.5 kDa corresponding to the trimer was determined. All knob-binding 1D3nc_SHP fusions formed trimers and showed a clear 1:1 stoichiometry (blue line; complex and free knob) as determined by the molar mass of the complex at 146 kDa (expected molar mass of the complex, 151 kDa).

Fig. S6. Purity and oligomeric state of adapters. (A) Six micrograms of protein were loaded per lane and separated over a 10% SDS/PAGE gel. Samples were either boiled for 10 min (95 °C) or not boiled (RT). The gel was stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue. Analysis was performed with adapters containing the knob-binding DARPin 1D3nc fused to the SHP with various linker lengths (1, 2, or 3; compare with Fig. 2 in the main text) and to the HER2-binding DARPin G3 at the N or C terminus, respectively. All adapters could be expressed and purified in the range of 50–100 mg/L culture in Escherichia coli. After two purification steps the adapters had a purity of >98%. The adapters formed stable trimers after expression as shown by the retention of the proteins without prior boiling (expected molar mass of the monomer, 43–44 kDa, depending on the linker) compared with the denatured samples (expected molecular weight of the trimer, 129–132 kDa, depending on the linker). (B) ELISA was performed to show simultaneous binding of HER2 and knob to the adapter either fused to the DARPin G3 (Her2-binding DARPin) or to the control DARPin E2_5. The tested adapters contained as the knob-binding module the knob-binding DARPin 1D3nc that was fused N-terminal of the SHP trimerization domain and was spaced by various amino acid lengths (minimal linker). The HER2-binding DARPin G3 or control DARPin E2_5 was fused at either the N terminus (N) or C terminus (C) of the knob-binding module. HER2 extracellular domain at a concentration of 10 nM was coated on a 96-well plate and incubated with 33 nM bispecific trimeric DARPin adapters. Before detection with streptavidin-AP, the biotinylated knob was incubated at a concentration of 100 nM. Adapters containing the HER2-binding DARPin G3 bound HER2 and knob simultaneously. Plain colored bars represent control. Hatched bars represent HER2-coated wells. The assays were performed in duplicate; error bars show the SD.

Fig. S7. ELISA for testing the binding of CAR to WT knob in competition with knob-specific DARPin fusion proteins. Biotinylated WT knob was immobilized via streptavidin (black bars), while only streptavidin-coated wells served as control (grey bars). Mixtures of 30 nM human CAR D1 domain fused to an HA tag were incubated with various knob-binding DARPin formats at a concentration of 100 nM (referring to the total concentration of binding sites in each construct). Several different knob-binding variants were investigated: the monomeric DARPin 1D3 with stabilized C-cap (1D3nc) and the trimeric DARPins containing 1D3nc and SHP with different linker lengths (SHP 1, 2, or 3). As a control, no DARPin was added to CAR D1, and binding to the WT knob defined the maximum signals that could be obtained with this experimental set-up. When the monomeric competitor 1D3nc was used, signals were reduced to ~50%. When the trimeric constructs (1D3nc_SHP) were used, signals returned to background levels. The monomeric DARPin 1D3nc has a K_d of ~1.0 nM, lower than the K_d reported for CAR D1 of 14.8 nM to the Ad5 knob (1). The trimeric knob-binding DARPins' greater binding success than CAR D1 can be explained by their increased valency and therefore improved functional affinity. These results indicate that CAR and knob-binding DARPin compete for binding to the knob, but they cannot bind simultaneously. The experiments were performed in duplicate; error bars show the SD.

Fig. 58. Titration of fiber knobs with trimeric knob-binding DARPin blocking CAR-mediated infection of HEK293 Flp-In cells. One hundred virus particles (vp) per cell of Ad5luc virus coding for luciferase and containing the WT fiber knob domain (Ad5luc) was incubated with different molar ratios of 1D3nc_SHP1 trimeric knob-binder using a 10-fold excess (10×A), a 1:1 ratio (1×A), or a 0.1:1 ratio (0.1×A). HEK293 Flp-In cells were transduced. Relative luciferase light units (RLU) were determined 14 h after infection. The assay was performed in duplicate; error bars show the SD. Gene transfer was inhibited completely at a ratio of 1:1 (1×A) and could not be reduced further with a 10-fold excess of 1D3nc_SHP1 (10×A). This indication that all CAR-binding sites were blocked at a 1:1 ratio was consistent with the stoichiometry measured by SEC-MALS (Fig. S5). V, control transduction with virus alone, indicating maximum signals that can be obtained in this experimental set-up. C, background luciferase activity from noninfected cells.

Fig. 59. Specificity of HER2-mediated transduction tested by competition. To show that entry of the adapters-virus complexes is HER2 specific, Ad5luc virus coding for luciferase and containing the WT fiber knob domain (Ad5luc) was coated with a 1:1 ratio of the knob-binding module (1D3nc_SHP1) with an N-terminal fusion of either the HER2-binding DARPin G3 (light gray bars) or a control DARPin E2_5 (dark gray bars). Before transduction, HEK293 Flp-In cells as control (plain bars) or cells stably overexpressing HER2 (hatched bars) were preincubated with no DARPin (no C), HER2-binding DARPin G3, or a control DARPin E2_5 at a concentration 0.5 μM for 1 h. Cells were harvested 14 h posttransduction, and luciferase activity was determined. The controls (white bars) show background activity (C), full infection at 100 vp per cell with virus alone (V), or non–CAR-related background signals with Ad5luc coated with 1D3nc_SHP1 not containing a retargeting module (V+A). The adapter containing E2_5 (dark gray bars) was not able to infect either cell line. When G3 was fused to the adapter, cells overexpressing HER2 showed luciferase activity in an HER2-dependent manner. This signal was reduced to background level when the competitor G3 was used but not when E2_5 was used. The assays were performed in duplicate; error bars show the SD.
Fig. S10. Specificity of Ad5-mediated gene transfer in a HER2-dependent manner to CHO cells stably overexpressing HER2. Ad5luc virus coding for luciferase and containing the WT fiber knob domain (Ad5luc) at 100 vp per cell was preincubated with a 1:1 ratio of adapter to knob 1 h before transduction of the CHO cell line (black bars) or of CHO cells stably overexpressing HER2 (gray bars). The adapter 1D3nc_SHP1 was fused either to the HER2-binding DARPin G3 or to a control DARPin E2_5. Cells were harvested 16 h after transduction, and luciferase activity was measured. The G3-containing adapter was able to transduce CHO cells overexpressing HER2 35-fold over background compared with the control (V+A, see below), but not the control CHO cell line, whereas the control adapter containing DARPin E2_5 showed no significant transduction of either cell line. The controls show background activity (C), full infection at 100 vp per cell with uncoated virus (V), or non–CAR-related background signals with virus coated with a knob-binding module not containing a retargeting module (V+A). Because CHO cells do not express CAR, the signals for virus alone were only at background level. The assays were performed in duplicate; error bars show the SD.

Fig. S11. Stability of adapters and competitors. Protein samples were incubated at room temperature for 2 wk (lanes 2) or freshly thawed from samples stored at −20 °C (lanes 1). Ten micrograms of protein were loaded per lane, separated over a 12% SDS/PAGE gel, and stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue. 1x, linear bivalent adapter 2E6_G5; 2x, containing two knob-binding DARPins 2E6 (2E6)_2_G5; 3x, containing three knob-binding DARPins 2E6 (2E6)_3_G5 (1). 1D3nc, trimeric knob-binding DARPin 1D3nc_SHP1 (no retargeting module). Adapter 1D3 and 2E6, trimeric knob-binding DARPins 1D3nc_SHP1 or 2E6nc_SHP1 fused N-terminally with the HER2-binding DARPin G3. (A) Boiled samples. (B) Nonboiled samples. M, molecular weight marker (kDa). All adapters and the competitor tested showed no degradation over a time span of 2 wk when incubated at room temperature, compared with freshly thawed samples. The boiled samples ran at their expected molecular weight of 32 kDa for 2E6_G5, 48.7 kDa for (2E6)_2_G5, 65.8 kDa for (2E6)_3_G5, 28.3 kDa for 1D3nc_SHP1, 43 kDa for G3_1D3nc_SHP1, and 42.9 kDa for G3_2E6nc_SHP1. When the samples of the trimeric adapters and competitor were separated without prior boiling, the proteins showed a slower running band than the boiled samples with the molecular weight of 84.9 kDa for 1D3nc_SHP1, 129 kDa for G3_1D3nc_SHP1, and 128.7 kDa for G3_2E6nc_SHP1, indicating that they remained trimers over the course of the experiment.

Fig. S12. Specificity of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) (A) and epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM) (B) adapters tested in cell lines not expressing these targets. As control, to test specificity of the EGFR and EpCAM adapters, they were incubated with Ad5luc virus coding for luciferase and containing the WT fiber knob domain (Ad5luc) at a ratio of adapter to knob of 1:1 and were used to transduce cell lines not expressing the respective target receptor. The controls denote background activity of cells alone (C), maximum infection at 100 vp per cell with virus alone representing the CAR-mediated entry for that respective cell line (V), or non–CAR-related background signals obtained with virus coated with the adapter 1D3_SHP1 not containing a retargeting module (V+A). (A) The CHO cell line (gray bars) or CHO stably expressing HER2 (black bars) was used as an EGFR-negative cell line. Ad5luc coated with an adapter fused to the HER2-specific DARPin G3 was able to infect only the HER2-overexpressing cell line. In contrast, when Ad5luc was coated with the EGFR-specific DARpins E01 or E69, no transduction was observed, as expected. Because CHO cells do not express CAR, the background activity with uncoated virus was very low. (B) For the EpCAM-specific adapters transduction to HEK293T, negative for EpCAM, were tested. The uncoated virus control (V) showed signals obtained by CAR entry, but both EpCAM-specific adapters containing Ac2 or Ec4 as the retargeting module, respectively, displayed only background signals. The assays were performed in duplicate; error bars show the SD.
Fig. S13. Specificity of EGFR (A) and EpCAM (B) adapters tested in CHO Flp-In cells transiently expressing various cell-surface receptors. To test the specificity of the trimeric EGFR (containing either DARPin E01 or E69) and EpCAM adapters (containing either DARPin Ac2 or Ec4), CHO Flp-In cells were transiently transfected with constructs encoding for human EGFR WT, human EpCAM, or HER2. The trimeric adapter containing the DARPin G3 directed against HER2 was used as internal control for transfection. The adapters were incubated with adenovirus coding for luciferase and containing the WT fiber knob domain (Ad5luc) at a ratio of adapter to knob of 1:1. These coated viruses were used to transduce CHO Flp-In cells transiently transfected with eukaryotic expression plasmids encoding for the respective target receptor or the empty pcDNA3.1 as control at 100 vp per cell. Cells were harvested 14 h postinfection, and luciferase activity was determined. The controls denote background activity of cells alone (C). (A) CHO cells overexpressing EGFR were infected with Ad5luc coated with the trimeric E01 adapter luciferase activity eightfold over background corresponding to the pcDNA-transfected CHO cells but not to EpCAM-expressing cells. However, with the trimeric E69 adapter no significant infection was observed in this experiment, in contrast to high-expressing A431 cells (Fig. 6). This difference could be caused by several factors: (i) lower affinity of DARPin E69 of 15 nM vs. 0.5 nM of the DARPin E01 (1); (ii) low expression of EGFR in this experimental set-up compared with the expression on A431 cells used in Fig. 6A in the main text, which could result in reduced receptor cross-linking followed by reduced internalization; and (iii) accessibility of the epitope caused by a different glycosylation status in A431 tumor cells and nonhuman CHO cells. In contrast, CHO/HER2 cells showed luciferase expression 20.6-fold over background with Ad5luc coated with an adapter containing the HER2-specific DARPin G3 but not in cells transfected with empty pcDNA or EGFR. No transduction was observed with the EpCAM-specific adapters, as expected. (B) For the EpCAM-specific adapters Ac2 and Ec4 transduction of CHO cells transiently expressing EpCAM, luciferase expression was 6.2-fold or 2.2-fold, respectively, over that of cells transfected with empty pcDNA. No significant increase in luciferase expression was observed with the EpCAM-specific adapters E01 or E69 and the HER2-specific adapter G3, as expected. The assays were performed in duplicate; error bars show the SD.

Table S1. Data collection and refinement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data collection</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unit cell parameters</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>109.6 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>112.1 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>129.67 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α</td>
<td>90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ</td>
<td>90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Space group</strong></td>
<td>P2₁,2₁,2₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wavelength</strong></td>
<td>0.9797 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Matthews coefficient</strong></td>
<td>3.39 Å³/Da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Solvent content</strong></td>
<td>63.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resolution</strong></td>
<td>1.95 Å (2.05–1.95 Å)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R_sym</strong></td>
<td>4.6% (84%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I/σ</strong>†</td>
<td>23.0 (2.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Completeness</strong> †</td>
<td>100% (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Redundancy</strong> †</td>
<td>9.1 (9.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wilson B-factor</strong></td>
<td>35.4 Å²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Refinement (Refmac 5.2.0019)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resolution range</strong></td>
<td>46.57–1.95 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Completeness for range</strong></td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No. of reflections, working set</strong></td>
<td>11,0875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No. of reflections, test set</strong></td>
<td>5802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R_work</strong></td>
<td>16.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R_free</strong></td>
<td>19.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No. of protein atoms</strong></td>
<td>7,757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No. of water molecules</strong></td>
<td>735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RMS deviation of bond lengths</strong></td>
<td>0.026 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RMS deviation of angle</strong></td>
<td>2.35°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall mean B-factor</strong></td>
<td>45.1 Å²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Validation (Ramachandran plot)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Residues in favored region</strong></td>
<td>94.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Residues in allowed region</strong></td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Residues in outlier position</strong></td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Calculated under assumption of a 3:1 (DARPin:knob) stoichiometry in the complex.
†Values in parentheses are data from the highest resolution shell.